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D.C. cannabis program struggles with regulation
 

D.C.’s medical marijuana program is one step closer to completion as the second draft 

of regulations closes for comment. Though initial concerns about regulatory authorities and 

licensing procedures have been remedied, tight restrictions still frustrate patient advocates.

The three principal criticisms about the regulations are that too few patients qualify, 

the rules may violate patient rights to choose their doctor, and that home cultivation won’t be 

included. On top of it all are concerns that so many restrictions will hobble the program right out 

of the gate. 

 

Many conditions won't qualify

 

“The decision to strictly limit the number of conditions did the most damage to the spirit 

and intention of the initiative. In fact, it eviscerates the initiative,” said Steve DeAngelo, former 

D.C. cannabis activist and current executive director of the Harborside Health Center in Oakland 

California, which dispenses medical marijuana.

The original intent of Initiative 59, which passed back in 1998 with 69% of the vote, was 

to provide medical marijuana to whoever would benefit from it, said DeAngelo, who had work on 

the campaign.

For the moment, only those patients with HIV, AIDS, glaucoma, cancer or “conditions 

characterized by severe and persistent muscle spasm, such as multiple sclerosis” qualify for the 

program.

Ostensibly, the limits are a safeguard against California-esque abuses like the oft-cited 

case of a patient who got a prescription for “high-heel pain.”

But advocates want to include conditions such as Chron’s disease, PTSD, chronic pain 

and various nerve disorders to name just a few.

Returning veterans with PTSD in particular would benefit, say advocates. Alan 

Amsterdam, proprietor of Capitol Hemp in Adams Morgan and hopeful dispensary owner, says 

he gets a lot of people from Walter Reed asking him about the program. “If this is something 

that works for them, that’s exciting.”



In New Mexico, PTSD sufferers are the largest qualifying group of patients for medical 

marijuana. The Veterans Association has even changed policy to take a softer stance towards 

vets that test positive for marijuana.

The regulations in the District do, in theory, allow for the inclusion of more conditions “as 

determined by rule-making” but it is unclear what the procedure for that would be, and the 

precedent isn’t encouraging.

“Most applications in other states to add other conditions have been unsuccessful,” said 

Paul Stanford, founder and president of The Hemp and Cannabis Foundation. Oregon has 

added colitis and Alzheimer’s to their lists, said Stanford, but is a rare exception. City and health 

department officials did not respond to requests for clarification.

“With such a narrow condition list, there’s not going to be a lot of qualified patients,” said 

Dan Riffle, of the Marijuana Policy Project.  “I wouldn’t expect more than a few hundred, maybe 

500, at least initially.”

Others speculate that D.C.’s large HIV positive population, estimated at upwards of 

15,000, will provide plenty of potential patients.

 

Rules restrict right to choose doctor

 

A patient’s right to explore all of their medical options freely could be in jeopardy as well, 

said Justin Bell of the D.C. chapter of Americans for Safe Access, a medical cannabis advocacy 

group.

“There are many doctors that, when the program starts, are going to operate on a level 

of no knowledge of the benefits or drawbacks of recommending medical marijuana,” said Bell.

The rules, meanwhile, stipulate that a patient can’t go to a doctor “for the primary 

purpose of the provision of medical marijuana use or consultation solely for that purpose.”

“That’s like saying that if you need heart surgery, you can’t see a cardiologist,” said 

Stanford. His foundation creates clinics where, he says, carefully screened patients can come to 

consult with doctors who have specialized knowledge of the medical properties of cannabis.

The regulations, if enforced, would explicitly prohibit prescriptions resulting from 

consultations such as those organized by Stanford’s clinics, but he says he’s not deterred.

“We’ll just start, and deal with the powers that be as necessary,” said Stanford, 

welcoming the chance for a legal challenge.

While some feel that the argument is moot and that, in practical terms, the regulations 

may be unenforceable, Steve DeAngelo feels that’s not the point.



“The terms of the debate should not be whether or not it’s going to be enforced. The 

intent here is really counterproductive.”

“Why would the government want patients to go to doctors who are not qualified to 

recommend medical cannabis?” asks DeAngelo. “I just don’t get that.”

 

Grow-it-yourself not an option

 

Nationwide, the price of marijuana can range from $100 an ounce in a glutted market 

like California’s to $400-$500 an ounce in tighter markets like that expected in D.C. For two or 

three hundred dollars in set up costs, says St. Pierre, a patient could become self sufficient, but 

that option was taken off the table before the initiative even passed the city council in April.

“Home cultivation was absolutely the easiest sell for patients to be able to affordably, 

privately, safely [use medical marijuana]” said Allen St. Pierre, executive director of NORML, 

explaining why every medical marijuana program until D.C.’s allowed home cultivation. (New 

Jersey’s won’t and Arizona’s has limits).

“I think they’re very much into control especially at the beginning of this,” said Rabbi 

Jeffrey Kahn, who plans to open a dispensary in Takoma Park, speculating on the reasons why 

home cultivation was nixed. 

“These regulations are an important step toward full implementation of the medical 

marijuana program and represent a strong balance between the needs of qualifying patients 

and necessary government oversight,” said Jordan Hutchinson, committee director for the office 

of councilmember David Catania who chairs the Committee on Health, in an email response to 

inquiries.

This tight control, however, would deny an affordable cannabis option to a population 

who usually also suffers serious financial troubles in connection to chronic disease, say 

detractors.

“What makes it an attractive medicine is that it’s so cheap,” said St. Pierre. The purpose 

of providing this cheap alternative medicine may be defeated by the restrictions on home 

cultivation and the inflated prices resulting from limits on cultivation centers and the simple fact 

that D.C. does not have the wide open growing spaces of places like California.

Add to that “a couple of hundred thousand dollars in start up costs,” says St. Pierre, 

 “And it’ll all be passed on to the consumer.”

 

Business won’t likely be booming



“If I was going to be launching a medical cannabis dispensary in D.C. my major concern 

would be economic viability,” said Steve DeAngelo, who should know something about the 

subject - his Harborside Health Center in Oakland California is the largest legal cannabis retailer 

in the world.

Restrictions in D.C. may strangle the industry, DeAngelo said.

For starters, D.C. took a page from New Mexico’s playbook, limiting cultivation centers to 

95 plants, and it appears to be going badly there.

“Every single legal producer of cannabis [in New Mexico] has a months long waiting list 

of patients waiting to get just one ounce of medical cannabis,” says DeAngelo.

The limits will hurt the range and quality of products available, said Amsterdam. He says 

he won’t have enough plants to breed a variety of strains or to provide the ingredients for a wide 

range of edible goods, readily available in other states, for non-smoking patients.

Start-up costs could be painful as well. The Washington City Paper crunched the 

numbers and estimated that would-be dispensary owners could need about half a million 

dollars.

“If someone’s coming in here to get rich, that’s the wrong thing to do,” said Amsterdam 

about entering the cannabis business.

The implications of a system so stymied are clear to many: many patients will be forced 

to remain outside the law.

“People have completely good reasons not to abandon their current marijuana dealer,” 

said St. Pierre. “My guy’s got 30 strains. In New Jersey, they’ll give me three. The black market 

will still be there.”

 

Good PR the key to reforms

Despite the program’s imperfections, most medical marijuana advocates haven’t gotten 

angry, they’ve gotten active.

“The one things this has taught me is that voting does work,” said Amsterdam. People 

who were political drop-outs have come back into the system, he says, himself included “I didn’t 

know how to lobby a councilmember, but I’m learning that through this process.”

Seeing democracy in action has encouraged many that there will still be room to improve 

aspects like the qualifying conditions, plant limits, or possession limits.

“Once the council sees what a good job we’re doing, those are things that’ll be easy to 

add,” said Kahn.

Public perception is now a focus moving forward.  Getting residents “to realize it’s not 



a methadone clinic or it’s not an open air drug market, its not all the things that we’ve been 

accused of,” is his motivation, said Kahn.

Amsterdam agrees that “it’s about actions, not words” at this point. He says he’s not 

disillusioned with the programs faults, “[Changing society] is an uphill battle and it always has 

been.”

His plan for that battle is a simple one, “Wake up everyday and show them we’re the 

good guys.”

 

SIDEBAR

 

The Rules: At A Glance

 

     5 conditions qualify so far: HIV/Aids, Galucoma, Cancer, or conditions “characterized by 

severe and persistent muscle spasm, such as multiple sclerosis”

 

      2 oz. of cannabis is the max allowed for a patient at any one time.

 

      $100 dollar fees apply for patient and caregiver registration and annual renewal.

 

      Qualified low-income patients would pay only 25% of fees.

 

      5 dispensaries and 10 cultivation centers slated for approval.

 

      $10,000 annual fee for dispensaries, and $5,000 for cultivation centers.

 

      95 plant limit per cultivation center.

 

      Patients must register with the Department of Health, and present ID to purchase at a 

dispensary.

 

      Patients cannot consume cannabis on dispensary premises.

 

      Dispensaries may engage in no other types of business in the same facilities.

 



      Dispensary employees must be “of good character” and without prior drug convictions.

 

      Physicians that prescribe marijuana cannot also have offices at dispensaries

 


